FASHION & DESIGN COURSES

Courses for all public in French, English and Thai
FASHION IS NOT SOMETHING THAT EXISTS IN DRESSES ONLY.

FASHION IS IN THE SKY, IN THE STREET, FASHION HAS TO DO WITH IDEAS, THE WAY WE LIVE, WHAT IS HAPPENING.

COCO CHANEL

PATTERN MAKING & SEWING

Learn from the start about pattern making, cutting and sewing from basics to intricate models to create beautiful daily-wears such as skirts, trousers and blouses.

INSTRUCTORS
Danai Oon-anant & Tipnaree Vongtaveekiat

INSTRUCTED IN
English, Thai and French

GROUP 1 / 60 HOURS
(WEEKEND GROUP)

GROUP 2 / 60 HOURS
(WEEKDAYS GROUP)

การแต่งแพทเทิร์นและการตัดเย็บ
เรียนรู้วิธีการวัดตัวและการคำานวณสำาหรับ
ขนาดผ้าตัด รวมทั้งการสร้างแพทเทิร์นของสุด
หลากหลายแบบ และการตัดเย็บเพื่อประกอบให้
เป็นชุดพร้อมสวมใส่ได้จริง

ผู้สอน
ดนัย คูนันต์ และทิพย์นารี  vọngทวีเกียรติ
ชั้นเรียนภาษาไทย อังกฤษ และฝรั่งเศส
กลุ่ม 1 / 60 ชั่วโมง
(วันเสาร์อาทิตย์)
กลุ่ม 2 / 60 ชั่วโมง
(วันธรรมดา)
SEWING
Learn how to use a sewing machine starting from simple techniques and create different fun projects including tote bags, cushions, house accessories and kids garments. Continue with Sewing 2 for more elaborate creations.

INSTRUCTOR
Shirin Glenisson

INSTRUCTED IN
English and French

SEWING 1 / 60 HOURS
SEWING 2 / 30 HOURS

DRAPING
The study of French draping techniques and how to assemble canvas pieces on dressmaker form to design a complete pattern of circle-skirt, collared-shirt, dress and bustier.

INSTRUCTOR
Danai Don-anant

INSTRUCTED IN
English, Thai and French

CLASS / 50 HOURS

*For the purchase of the mannequin please contact Alliance Française Bangkok

การทำาแพทเทิร์นบนหุ่น
ผู้เรียนจะได้เรียนรู้การจับเดรปและการสร้างแพทเทิร์นบนหุ่นตามหลักสูตรฝรั่งเศส เทคนิคการวัดตัวและสัดส่วนต่างๆ ในการเตรียมหุ่น การทำาเส้นโครงเสื้อผ้าบนหุ่น การทำาเสื้อผ้าแบบต่าง ๆ รูปแบบ ทรงตัว ทรงกระบอก และจุดหมายความแบบต่างๆ

ผู้สอน
ดนัย อุ่นอนันต์

ชั้นเรียนภาษาไทย อังกฤษ และฝรั่งเศส

หลักสูตร / 50 ชั่วโมง

*ติดต่อซื้อหุ่นสำาหรับการตัดเย็บกับทางสมาคมฝรั่งเศสกรุงเทพ
**HAUTE COUTURE**

Detailed teaching of all cutting techniques in order to make pattern of basic clothing to stunning batwing kimono, tank top dress and evening gown.

**INSTRUCTOR**
Danai Oon-anant

**INSTRUCTED IN**
English, Thai and French

**CLASS / 30 HOURS**

**MORE DESIGN & FASHION WORKSHOPS**

Variety of classes related to different kinds of design for learners to develop creative skills for professional fashion design such as fashion drawing, textile design, fashion design process, creation of design portfolio...

**INSTRUCTORS**
Namfon Laistruglai & Panjapol Usavalapnirundon

**INSTRUCTED IN**
English and Thai

**SCHEDULES TO BE CONFIRMED**

and announced on our website www.afthailande.org, social media platforms and at Alliance Française Bangkok.
**DANAI OON-ANANT**

Danai has worked with famous Thai clothing brands. He is currently working as a pattern designer at Flynow and SIRIVANNAVARI. He is also teaching at Department of Fashion Design, Silpakorn University and Thammasat University. Apart from his busy work schedule, Danai co-works with Fashion Forum Creative Studio at BACC as a specialist.

**EDUCATION:**
- Silpakorn University, Bangkok, Thailand - Bachelor of Fine Arts
- École Nationale Supérieure des Arts Appliqués et des Métiers d'Art Olivier-de-serres, Paris (ENSAAMA)
- École Supérieure des Arts Appliqués Duperré, Paris
- Académie Internationale de Coupe de Paris École Supérieure Internationale des Modélisants du Vêtement (A.I.C.P)

**TIPNAREE VONGTAVEEKIAT**

Beginning her career early, Tipnaree has worked on sketch design for advertisement of Tocadero and newspapers (Harper’s Bazaar, Ploy Sudsuda, Manager weekly, Bangkok Post).

After that she spent her time as an intern with Franck Sorbier Haute Couture Paris during Paris fashion week, S/S 2009 and presently works as marketing and product manager at V Printing Ltd.

**EDUCATION:**
- Thammasat University, Bangkok, Thailand - Bachelor of Fine and Applied Arts with second class honors (textile, costume, garment and fashion design)
- ESMOD, Paris, France – Master de Modélisme créatif
- AOTS (HIDA), Tokyo, Japan – Certificate of Design Management

**SHIRIN GLENISSON**

Shirin Glenisson was born in Iran, raised in France. Her mother loved fashion and worked for high fashion brands. She passed the passion in fabrics and quality finishes to Shirin and also taught her to sew and embroider. After Shirin had finished her studies from Duperré in fashion design, she worked for different brands in Paris. In 2009, she decided to create her own brand P’tit Coeur de Paris.

**EDUCATION:**
- Brevet d'études professionnelles Métiers de la Mode – Dominante Couture Flou
- www.facebook.com/Ptitcoeurdeparis

**NAMFON LAISTRUGLAI**

Namfon always works on textile and fabric creation.

Her name is known internationally and her works have been exhibited in many countries. Because of the vast experience in art and history, she became lecturer in fashion and design, as well as supervisor for different projects both in academic and commercial purposes. She is also the owner of the shoe brand “Devant”.

**EDUCATION:**
- Silpakorn University, Bangkok, Thailand – Bachelor of Fine and Applied Arts (Applied Arts Studies)
- University of South Australia, Adelaide, Australia – Master of Visual Arts
- École Nationale Supérieure de Création Industrielle, Paris, France
- Birmingham Institute of Art and Design, University of Central England, Birmingham, United Kingdom – Doctorate of Philosophy

**PANJAPOL USAVALAP NIRCUNDON**

Panjapol works currently as knit and lace consultant for Peaulon, and also as a lace instructor for various design schools. He started his career as a knitwear designer for Thai fashion brand Jaspal, and later worked for Fashion Department at Raffles International College and Silpakorn University as a lecturer in knitwear and digital fashion design.

**EDUCATION:**
- Raffles Design Institutes, Bangkok, Thailand – Advanced Diploma in Fashion Design
- Bunka Fashion College, Tokyo, Japan – Advanced Diploma in Fashion Knitwear Design
- Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, UK – Master of Arts in Knitwear Design
THE STUDENTS ALL DID A GREAT JOB AND WE CAN SEE THAT THEY HAVE PUT IN A LOT OF DETERMINATION AND EFFORT IN THE CREATION OF THEIR DESIGNS.
I think this shows that the Alliance Française’s fashion courses are effective and comprehensive for beginners and professionals alike. It was a great feeling indeed to be able to come back to where I started and show my present works in the show."

“I DISCOVERED THAT I HAVE A GREAT PASSION FOR STRUCTURAL WORKS AND HARMONIOUS COMPOSITIONS OF PATTERNS. I really thank the experienced instructors at Alliance Française who have guided me through courses because, before I studied Draping, Pattern making and Sewing courses, it was very difficult for me to do these works. Lastly, the most precious thing is the friendship from people I meet here and Alliance Française Bangkok personnel.”

WINNER OF AF FASHION SHOWCASE 2019
SHONE PUIPIA
(BRAND OWNER - SHONE PUIPIA), ALLIANCE FRANÇAISE BANGKOK ALUMNI
Interview from AF Fashion Showcase 2019

WINNER OF AF FASHION SHOWCASE 2019
PANADDA PANPHUMCHEURN
Interview from AF Fashion Showcase 2019
#LEARNFRENCHINBANGKOK
SAY “BONJOUR” TO FRENCH!

FOLLOW US!

- AllianceFrancaiseBangkok
- @AFBKK
- alliancefrancaisebangkok
- LINE : @afbkk_frenchclass

LOCATION

ALLIANCE FRANÇAISE
BANGKOK
179 Wireless Road,
Lumphini, Pathum Wan,
Bangkok 10330

OPENING HOURS

MONDAY : 8am-6pm
TUESDAY-FRIDAY : 8am-7pm
SATURDAY : 8am-6pm
SUNDAY : 8.30am-12.30pm

CONTACTS

MORE INFORMATION ON ART ACTIVITIES
arts@afthailande.org
TELEPHONE : 02 670 4231 (Tue-Sat 9am-6pm)

GENERAL REGISTRATION OFFICE
info.bangkok@afthailande.org
TELEPHONE : 02 670 4210/4211/4215